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Compunetix Releases Olympus
HD Voice App
Compunetix proudly introduces its new high definition voice
collaboration app - available now for free in the Apple® iTunes®
App Store®. This unique tool facilitates clear, concise collaboration
between participants with just a touch of a button, minimizing
conferencing complexities and maximizing the auditory experience.
This encrypted IP-based calling app delivers HD meeting audio in a
seamless and powerful new user experience. The app's quick
integration into your device environment allows it to work smoothly in the background to elevate the
audio experience to Olympus-sized levels. It is ideal for mission critical environments and
collaboration service providers alike. Those currently utilizing the Summit Olympus UC platform
can contact their Account Managers for upgrade specifics.
High definition (HD), or wideband, audio allows for a significantly enhanced experience for the
conferencing end user. Much like the difference between SD and HD video, high definition voice
takes group communication to a completely new level. Click here to learn more about the
Olympus HD Voice Collaboration App.

Compunetix Engineering Services: From Concept to
Completion
Compunetix considers ourselves to be a high-mix, specialty contract manufacturer that offers a
tailored method to meet any customer's most critical requirements. Our approach encompasses the
entire spectrum of electronics manufacturing including design, fabrication, procurement, assembly
and testing services.
We leverage these skills and technologies to produce highly-sophisticated electronics systems, from
PCB level assembly and testing services to highly sophisticated electronic system integration.
One of the more interesting aspects of the Engineering Group
at Compunetix is the vast range of problems we get to solve for our
customers. As part of our in-house expertise developing hardware
and software for telecommunication systems, we perform a broad
variety of design services for our clients including analog and digital
design, signal integrity analysis, and signal processing. Read
more on our blog .

Jerry Pompa Among Pitt's Department of Computer Science
Featured Alumni

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the much heralded University of
Pittsburgh Computer Science program and Compunetix would like to
congratulate the entire Pitt organization on their outstanding growth,
reputation and success.
The University has recently launched a special webpage commemorating
this great achievement. The page provides links and information about the
storied program's past and it's featured alumni.
One of those featured alumni is our own Compunetix Vice President and
Division Manager, Mr. Gerard Pompa. Jerry gained his undergraduate
B.S. degree in C.S and Mathematics from Pitt before acquiring his M.S. in Computer
Science. Check out Jerry's bio here.

Compunetix Systems Certified RoHS Compliant
In its continuing dedication to quality in engineering and manufacturing, the Compunetix Federal
Systems Division (FSD) and Video Systems Division (VSD) have been awarded several
certifications related to RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive) and the CE mark for
European market compliance. RoHS is also known as "Lead-Free" and originated in the European
Union. It restricts the use of six hazardous materials found in electrical and electronic products,
including lead, mercury, cadmium, and hexavalent chromium. Since 2006 all applicable products
in the EU market must pass this compliance, which aids in the overall safety of the components
along with increasing the ease of product re-use and recycling.
FSD's MVP System Family and VSD's EVERGREEN System Family
have been certified. The MVP is a purpose-built machine for mission
voice environments, designed to meet demanding requirements for
reliability, maintainability, and security. The EVERGREEN line
represents the widest array of video collaboration infrastructure options
available for the cloud or on premise environments.
For more information on the numerous quality manufacturing certifications that Compunetix holds,
visit http://compunetix.com/manufacturing/sustainability/.

Upcoming Trade Events
We're looking forward to attending an event near you!
Here are the upcoming events on our trade show calendar:
HIMSS 17
February 19 - 23, 2017
Orlando, FL
NASTD Southern Region Seminar
March 6 - 9, 2017
Charlotte, NC
Enterprise Connect
March 27 - 29, 2017
Orlando, FL
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